HSS 4x4x1/4-as Scheduled

Interior Corner Cap-Primed and Painted Steel

Spray Insulation

Hex Flat Head Screw-Finish to Match Corner Cap, Space Vert. Aligned with Window Muntins

Exterior Cap-Primed and Painted Steel

#1 FLANGE WELDED TO COLUMN

Spray Insulation

HSS 4x4x1/4-as Scheduled

Interior Corner Cap-Primed and Painted Steel

Weld at jobsite

#2 FLANGE WELDED TO COLUMN
MOUNTING FLANGES
(Carbon Steel Profiles)

Weld at jobsite and sealed w/ industrial silicone

#3 WELDED TO COLUMN

HSS 4x4x1/4-as Scheduled

Exterior Corner Cap
-Primed and Painted Steel

Spray Insulation

#4 STANDARD FLANGE TO POST